Evolutionary shift from fighting to foraging in blind cavefish through changes in the serotonin network.
Within the species Astyanax mexicanus, there are several interfertile populations of river-dwelling sighted fish and cave-dwelling blind fish which have evolved morphological and behavioral adaptations, the origins of which are unknown. Here, we have investigated the neural, genetic, and developmental bases for the evolution of aggressive behavior in this teleost. We used an intruder-resident behavioral assay to compare aggressiveness quantitatively (attack counts) and qualitatively (pattern and nature of attacks) between the surface and cave populations of Astyanax. Using this paradigm, we characterize aggressive behavior in surface fish, bring support for the genetic component of this trait, and show that it is controlled by raphe serotonergic neurons and that it corresponds to the establishment of dominance between fish. Cavefish have completely lost such aggressive/dominance behavior. The few attacks performed by cavefish during the behavioral test instead correspond to food-seeking behavior, driven by the developmental evolution of their hypothalamic serotonergic paraventricular neurons, itself due to increased Sonic Hedgehog signaling during early forebrain embryogenesis. We propose that during evolution and adaptation to their cave habitat, cavefish have undergone a behavioral shift, due to modifications of their serotonergic neuronal network. They have lost the typical aggressive behavior of surface fish and evolved a food-seeking behavior that is probably more advantageous to surviving in the dark. We have therefore demonstrated a link between the development of a neuronal network and the likely adaptive behaviors it controls.